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Chapter 1541: Properly Arranged 

Chapter 1541 

Not only that, Chen Yaner’s small face no longer showed pain. On the contrary, it is full of vitality that 

children should have. 

Lin Kai saw this scene and said with a smile: “Zhanhu, sister-in-law, Yan’er’s illness has recovered. From 

now on, she will be the same as a normal healthy child, and will no longer be tortured by illness.” 

“Really?” 

Chen Zhiyuan and Yang Yuxin were unbelievable after hearing Lin Kai’s words, but after seeing Chen 

Yaner’s changes, they did return to normal children. 

Both of them were excited to cry again, and finally, they finally waited for this day! 

The two were also shocked by Lin Kai’s superb medical skills, but they did not expect that they would all 

be cured in a short time. 

Chen Zhiyuan was extremely grateful and said to Lin Kai: “Zhanlong! Even if you are a cow and a horse in 

this life, I will do my best to repay you!” 

Lin Kai couldn’t help but shook his head and smiled: “You said that again. We are comrades-in-arms. 

What’s more, you lost your leg because you saved me. Now that I have treated your leg, it is actually 

evened.” 

Chen Zhiyuan still resolutely said: “If you have anything in the future, you can find me! Even if you want 

me to go to the soup and throw a fire, I am willing!” 

In response to this, Lin Kai just shook his head and didn’t say much. 

This knot of his heart can be considered untied. 

At this moment, Chen Yan’er may be healthy again, and he started to play around and talk more. 

Whether it was Lin Kai, Chen Zhiyuan, Yang Yuxin, all smiles appeared on their faces. 

Soon, Chen Yaner will go and fry the last dish. 

Before long, all the meals were ready, and the table was filled with rich dinners. 

Lin Kai and Chen Zhiyuan drank wine while eating. 

Yang Yuxin was smiling, sitting next to her, taking Chen Yaner to dinner. 

Chen Zhiyuan and Yang Yuxin have never been so happy for a long time. 

If it weren’t for Lin Kai, I don’t know how long and how long to wait for this day, maybe I won’t wait for a 

lifetime. 



After taking a bite of the food, Lin Kai spoke to Chen Zhiyuan and said, “Zhanhu, your leg disease is 

healed now, do you have any plans?” 

Chen Zhiyuan sighed: “I don’t know yet. I must find a job first, pay off the house, and then live my life 

well.” 

Lin Kai heard this and smiled and said: “I have a friend’s company, and it just lacks a security captain 

who can fight. I help manage the group of security guards below. I think you are good. As for salary, it is 

definitely better than other companies. , To be better, welfare, etc., there should be some, and there 

are some that should not be. What do you think?” 

Chen Zhiyuan did not immediately agree, but hesitated. He didn’t trust Lin Kai, but felt that he would be 

a drag on Lin Kai, and said: “I’m afraid I can’t do this security captain. After all, my legs have not fully 

recovered. I dont have the experience to manage a group of security guards, so…” 

In fact, Chen Zhiyuan was moved by his heart, so it is impossible for Lin Kai to cheat him. Plus I really 

need a stable job. 

Although Lin Kai’s daughter’s illness was cured, the family still owed a lot of debts and the house was 

sold. In addition, her daughter is also about to be in kindergarten, so she must find a secure job. 

But Lin Kai had a great kindness to him, and he declined because he was afraid that he would not be the 

security captain. 

But before Chen Zhiyuan finished speaking, Lin Kai interrupted him: “Zhanhu, you are just kidding. At the 

beginning, you were the captain of our army and led an elite-level special forces. No problem, let alone a 

group of security guards. . And your legs, after two or three days of recovery, will be as good as before. 

Dont worry. If you want, Ill tell my friend.” 

Yang Yuxin also hurriedly said: “Yes, Zhiyuan, you can agree.” 

Chen Zhiyuan nodded: “Okay! Since Zhanlong believes in me, then I will not let down your trust, this 

security captain, I must work hard!” 

Lin chuckled and said nothing, and then told the two of them to pack their luggage. 

While eating, Lin Kai sent a message to Yinshen, letting Yinshen be next to his house, and buy another 

house. 

It’s finished. Now he takes Chen Zhiyuan and his family to live there. 

Because Lin Kai was also worried that it would be bad for Leiyuan Group to follow him for his sake, so he 

could take care of him if he got close. 

In fact, there are not many things to pack. It can be said that they belong to the family, only some 

clothes and daily necessities. 

It didn’t take long before it was packed. 

Lin Kai drove the car and took Chen Zhiyuan’s family of three and brought them there. 

Just next door to Lin Kai’s house, the house is quite big. 



Chen Zhiyuan was shocked when he saw the big house: “Zhanlong, such a good house, forget it. Anyway, 

I have a job, I’ll rent one outside.” 

Lin Kai smiled and said: “This community has a community kindergarten, which is convenient and it’s 

okay. Just take it as it is. I rent it to you. You can give it a few hundred to a thousand yuan per month. 

If such a big house is rented out, it will cost at least 10,000 yuan for a month. 

Lin Kai is nothing more than to make Chen Zhiyuan feel at ease. 

When Chen Zhiyuan heard the words, he smiled bitterly and shook his head. He also knew how this kind 

of house was possible. It only needed hundreds of thousands of yuan a month’s rent. 

However, considering the practical reasons and Lin Kai’s kindness, he still stayed. Secretly remembered 

Lin Kai’s great kindness. 

After the arrangements were made, Lin Kai called Lin Qianqian and said that he had found a candidate 

for the security captain and would let Chen Zhiyuan go in a few days. 

Lin Kai also told Chen Zhiyuan that the address of Lin Qianqian’s company can go there by himself. 

After all the confession was over, Lin opened the door of Chen Zhiyuan’s home, he was about to return 

to his home. 

But the system immediately released a task. Before I took a closer look, a phone call came. 

It was Dong Shu who called. Dong Shu originally went to a neighboring city to do something. 

Unexpectedly, the car broke down halfway in a deserted place. 

Since it was night, it was not easy to call the car repair master, and she was not familiar with other 

people, so she had to call Lin Kai to help. 

When Lin Kai answered the phone, he glanced at the task. It was indeed to help Dong Shu repair the car, 

but one of them was a serial task, and the final reward was a golden extraction ability. 

The gold extraction capacity is barely okay. 

Moreover, it is really not good for Dong Shu to stay in that wilderness area alone. 

Ever since, Lin Kai asked Dong Shu to send him a position and waited patiently. 

After Lin Kai got the specific location, he drove the car and went to the biggest car repair shop in the city 

to buy some tools and tires. 

After the purchase, Lin Kai quickly drove the car to the place Dong Shu sent him. 

Chapter 1542: Non Mainstream Girl 

Chapter 1542 

Dong Shu was just outside the scope of the East China Sea, which was indeed a wild place. 

Fortunately, the road over there is newly built with various street lights, so I am not afraid of anything. 



More than an hour later, Lin Kai arrived. At the location of Dong Shu, he saw a blue car parked on the 

side of the road. It was Dong Shu’s. 

Dong Shu also noticed that Lin was coming and got out of the car immediately, but he was relieved. 

Immediately, Lin Kai began to repair Dong Shu’s car, and it was quickly fixed. 

Dong Shu was going to work in a neighboring city. After the car was repaired, Lin Kai took the initiative 

to go with Dong Shu, because the system tasks were linked and one task had to be completed. 

Dong Shu didn’t expect that Lin meeting took the initiative to accompany her, surprised and delighted. 

Ever since, two cars drove toward the neighboring city. 

Dong Shu led the way, and Lin’s car followed behind. 

After driving for about half an hour, there were more cars on the road, indicating that it was 

approaching the neighboring city. 

But at this time, Dong Shu’s car stopped on the side of the road again with double flashing lights. 

Lin Kai thought that Dong Shu’s car had another problem, and it stopped by the side of the road, and 

was about to get out of the car to take a look. 

It was Dong Shu who called. 

Lin Kai was more puzzled, and then answered, “Your car is broken?” 

Dong Shu responded immediately: “No, I have observed that there is a Lamborghini sports car that has 

been following us. At first I thought it was just a way, but after I speeded up, the Lamborghini sports car 

also accelerated. After I slowed down, that Lamborghini sports car also slowed down, keeping a 

moderate distance from us.” 

Lin Kaixin couldn’t help but admire Dong Shu’s observation ability. 

In fact, he had already noticed that there was a Lamborghini running, following them for almost half an 

hour. 

In other words, from the place where the car was repaired, it has already followed. 

The Lamborghini sports car is a very fast acceleration. If you can buy this one, you must like that kind of 

drag racing. 

Lin Kai’s current Rolls-Royce is not a sports car, but an ordinary car, and Dong Shu’s is not a sports car. 

Therefore, the owner of the Lamborghini sports car wants to surpass the two of them. It is a matter of 

minutes. 

However, the Lamborghini sports car not only did not exceed it, but kept a distance from them. 

Lin Kai looked through the rearview mirror and found that the Lamborghini sports car two hundred 

meters away was also parked on the side of the road. 

He immediately smiled: “Don’t bother, let’s go ours.” 



Lin Kai could see that the owner of the Lamborghini sports car was a girl and had no intentions. 

If it was malicious, he would have taken action long ago. 

Dong Shu couldn’t help but said: “I saw that Lamborghini sports car seemed to want to race with your 

Rolls-Royce, but in the end it seemed to be thinking of something that didn’t compare with you.” 

Lin Kai continued to smile and said, “It’s okay, you can just drive yours.” 

Upon hearing this, Dong Shu quickly hung up the phone. However, her car turned a corner and came 

behind Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai opened the car window and looked at Dong Shu, curiously asked, “Why don’t you lead the way?” 

A smile appeared on Dong Shuqiaos face and snorted: “Let the Lamborghini follow along. I want to see 

what the owner really means.” 

Lin Kai shook his head and didn’t care about that much. He started to drive in the front, Dong Shu drove 

slowly behind him. 

That Lamborghini sports car, no matter how slow it is, is not slower than Dong Shu’s speed. 

So the Lamborghini sports car quickly became flush with Dong Shu’s car. 

Although Dong Shu’s car is not a sports car, it is also a very powerful car that is so inferior to a sports car. 

At this time, in the Lamborghini sports car, was a young girl about nineteen years old with long dark blue 

hair. 

The makeup is also the kind of non-mainstream girl. 

Originally, this non-mainstream girl continued to follow Lin’s Rolls-Royce, but she could see Dong Shu 

roll down the car window and made a provocative action at her. 

All of a sudden, the non-mainstream girl, with a touch of success in her eyes, muttered to herself: “This 

is a sports car, I have been following these two cars. As expected, I finally couldn’t help but want to talk 

to me. Compare it!” 

The non-mainstream girl thought about it, and immediately turned on the crazy acceleration mode to 

raise the file. 

Sure enough, Dong Shu saw that this non-mainstream girl just wanted to drag a car and so on, so she 

took the lead to speed up. 

At the same time, Dong Shu called out a voice, called Lin Kai, and said with a smile: “Lin Kai, am I right? 

The owner of the car wants to drag a car quickly.” 

Lin Kai didn’t expect that the non-mainstream girl really wanted to drag racing. 

He said to Dong Shu: “Don’t drag racing with her.” 

Dong Shu said: “I see, I want to try her.” 

After Dong Shu finished speaking, she gradually slowed down the car. 



As for the non-mainstream girl, she had just picked up speed and was about to start with a catapult, but 

she found that Dong Shu’s car had stopped, and she suddenly became a little confused. 

She didn’t understand, she stepped on the accelerator and quickly came to the side of Dong Shu’s car. 

She also rolled down the window and made a despising gesture towards Dong Shu. 

Dong Shu ignored it, and instead laughed at Lin: “Unexpectedly, it is such a young girl. Looking at her 

dress, I remembered that I was still in the rebellious period.” 

Lin Kai shook his head and smiled. Indeed, at first glance, this non-mainstream girl was also in the 

rebellious period. 

However, this non-mainstream girl was still reluctant, the car accelerated and drove to the front of Dong 

Shu’s car, preventing Dong Shu from leaving. 

Dong Shu couldn’t help but snorted: “Sure enough, rebellious.” 

Lin Kai said, “Don’t be irritated by her either. Not far in front is a corner. When that corner is not far 

away, there will be a rest area. In that rest area, take a break first, just for this non-mainstream girl, 

Leave first.” 

Dong Shu held it back, and then went to the rest area. 

It’s just that this non-mainstream girl, who seems very stubborn, also followed Lin Kai and Dong Shu to 

this rest area. 

It happened to be in the parking lot, where the car was parked. 

The non-mainstream girl got out of the car immediately, ran to Dong Shu’s car, looked at Dong Shu, and 

said angrily: “I said old aunt, you have to compare at first, why not compare later, persevere?” 

Dong Shu also got out of the car. When she heard the non-mainstream girl’s words, she almost died of 

anger. She looked at the non-mainstream girl and said coldly: “Is it the old aunt?” 

The non-mainstream girl glanced at Dong Shu with disdain, and said, “Of course it is you. Although you 

look a few years older than me, you are also a few years older than me. Can’t you be called an old 

aunt?” 

Dong Shu was speechless for a while, she was very angry but unable to refute, who made her older than 

this non-mainstream girl. If she is about the same age, she must have a good argument. 

Chapter 1542: Non Mainstream Girl 

Chapter 1542 

Dong Shu was just outside the scope of the East China Sea, which was indeed a wild place. 
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Chapter 1544: T God 

Chapter 1544 

“Weiwei, have you been okay since the last goodbye in Beijing?” 

Ye Shaofeng went straight to Yan Weiwei and said with a smile. 

Yan Weiwei frowned slightly. Although she is not a fan of sports cars, she has been in a bad mood 

recently. Seeing the excitement here, she also came to join in the fun. 

Only when she saw Li Shengxian, she knew that Lin Kai and Li Shengxian were good brothers, and 

thought that Lin Kai was here, but when she asked, Lin Kai was not there. 

Yan Weiwei was about to go back, unexpectedly Ye Shaofeng was here. 



She had met Ye Shaofeng once when she was in Beijing. 

Unexpectedly, Ye Shaofeng would also be here. She couldn’t help but look at Ye Shaofeng, and said 

lightly: “So it’s Ye Shao, are you here to compete?” 

Ye Shaofeng didn’t directly answer Yan Weiwei’s words. Instead, he forgot to look at Li Shengxian next 

to him, and said in a very uncomfortable tone: “Weiwei, what do you do with these few, small groups 

and small families? It completely humiliates your identity.” 

Because Ye Shaofeng cooperated with Lin Yuan, he naturally knew Li Shengxian and knew that Li 

Shengxian and Lin Kai had a very good relationship. 

As a result, Ye Shaofeng ridiculed Li Shengxian a few words. 

Li Shengxian and Xu Huiyuan were very angry when they heard what Ye Shaofeng said. 

But they knew Yan Weiwei’s identity. Yan Weiwei could be said to be the daughter of the largest family 

group in the province, and Beijing could also be in the top fifteen. 

This person is able to get acquainted with Yan Weiwei, and it is certainly not simple behind it. 

Therefore, even if the two are angry, it is hard for them to have any trouble. 

Ye Shaofeng was reluctant and wanted to do something against Li Shengxian. 

Yan Weiwei couldn’t stand it for an instant, and immediately stopped Ye Shaofeng, and screamed: “Ye 

Shaofeng, don’t mess around!” 

Although Yan Weiwei didn’t know why Ye Shaofeng wanted to act on Li Shengxian, Li Shengxian was Lin 

Kai’s friend. 

In addition, it was also because of her that Ye Shaofeng came here, no matter what the reason, she has 

reasons to stop Ye Shaofeng. 

Moreover, Yan Weiwei was an ancient warrior herself, and knew that Ye Shaofeng’s strength was 

infinitely close to the master. 

Ye Shaofeng saw Yan Weiwei stopped, and he was even more sure. Yan Weiwei seemed to have 

something to do with Li Shengxian, and his face instantly became gloomy. 

Ever since Ye Shaofeng said goodbye, he had been attracted to Yan Weiwei and was bound to get Yan 

Weiwei. 

He came to the East China Sea to seek cooperation with Lin Yuan in order to expand the Leiyuan Group 

and use the Leiyuan Group to crush the Yan family behind Yan Weiwei. 

Then he took the opportunity to come in and came to help Yan Jia to turn the tide, and let the Yan Jia 

from top to bottom grateful to him. 

In this way, you can marry a beautiful woman. 

I just didn’t expect to meet Yan Weiwei here. 



Ye Shaofeng came here mainly to find one of his cousins, Ye Xinyu. 

For his cousin, he really didn’t know what to do, too much trouble. 

If it were not for the cousin who was loved by the family elder, he would not care about the cousin. 

The elder of the family is the one who determines the eligibility of the next generation of the Ye Family 

Patriarch. 

Although Ye Shaofeng is now the heir of the Ye Family Patriarch, in other respects, if something goes 

wrong, the family elder has the right to cancel his qualifications at any time. 

In this point, it is somewhat similar to Li Shengxian. 

Therefore, Ye Shaofeng must take good care of his cousin. 

Especially when he learned that his cousin was driving a sports car and came to Qiling Mountain, he 

knew that his cousin was here to participate in the duel between the Qiling Mountain car gods. 

Everyone in the family knew that the Great Elder had even given orders to him. Be sure to send Ye Xinyu 

back to the capital safely, and don’t let Ye Xinyu go any further. 

Ye Shaofeng came here helplessly. 

“Xinyu girl, what’s not good at learning? I just learn from other people’s drag racing! What do you say 

about worshipping the car **** named Tiger. As far as I know, the car **** of Tiger is defeated by one 

of our country. The hand of the mysterious man. The mysterious man, known as God T in the circle, 

represents the end of Tiger’s road to the car god. 

However, I have already told her that she just doesn’t believe in the existence of God T, and also said 

that Tiger is a real car God and has never failed. What do you say, this time fighting with the previous 

generation of car **** Takano Langjun, it must be Tiger’s victory. Ha ha, in my opinion, neither Tiger nor 

Lang Jun are better than God T! “ 

Ye Shaofeng sneered secretly in his heart. Many people have heard that Tiger was defeated by the 

Chinese people, and was later called the T God in the circle. It’s still the kind, easily crushed. 

The group of fans of Tiger Tiger thought it was fake news. 

Ye Shaofeng also admired God T. If he knew that God T was actually Lin Kai, he would definitely not have 

the same idea just now. 

But Ye Shaofeng saw Yan Weiwei and prevented him from teaching Li Shengxian, so he had to give up. 

Seeing Yan Weiwei’s indifferent attitude, I’d better go to the girl Ye Xinyu first. 

He has already seen that Ye Xinyu’s Lamborghini sports car is here, it must be nearby. 

When you find Ye Xinyu, take Ye Xinyu back directly. 

However, there are too many people here, and they are all non-mainstream young men and women. Ye 

Xinyu is also dressed in a non-mainstream dress, which makes it more difficult to find. 



Especially at this time, the contestants who come to participate in the competition will receive a small 

walkie-talkie hanging on their bodies for free. 

“Attention everyone! Tiger and Lang Jun, each drove an AE86 up the mountain!” 

In the intercom, a voice came from the organizer. 

Naturally, the organizer is involved, otherwise, it will be messy. 

When they heard the sound of the walkie-talkie, everyone looked down the mountain and saw two 

AE86 cars walking side by side, coming up quickly. 

Most of the young men and women on the mountain were suddenly excited. 

Don’t look at the AE86 as a small car, but after a special modification, it is at the same level as a sports 

car in terms of power engine. 

Especially the AE86 has a very special meaning. 

Coupled with the confrontation between the new generation of car gods and the previous generation of 

car gods, these people are very excited. 

Before the official competition, the two generations of car gods have already competed. 

“Tiger is indeed the strongest generation of car gods! It surpassed Takano Langjun a bit!” 

“It’s really strong! Tiger is really an eternal god!” 

Most of the young men and women were fans of Tiger. Seeing Tigers AE86 overtaken, Takano Langjuns 

car exclaimed one by one. 

Of course, there are also dissatisfaction with Tiger. 

“This is not an official game, Takano Langjun just didn’t play his true strength!” 

“Yes! And Takano Langjun is about to surpass Tiger.” 

Among them, there are those who know God T, and even more disdainfully said: “Even if Tiger beats 

Takano Langjun, so what, even if it is the name of the car god, it is not better than God T! Unfortunately, 

God T did not come here! “ 

Chapter 1545: Fast Furious 

Chapter 1545: Speed and Passion 

“T God? Who is T God?” 

Most of them were puzzled when they heard what that person said. 

“T God doesnt know? You are still a fan of Tiger! Tiger has had a defeat before, to be precise, it was a 

fiasco! And it is our Huaxia people who won Tiger! A car, and Tiger is a sports car that can be easily 

crushed by our Chinese people!” 

The man sneered and explained. 



“How is it possible! How could Tiger be easily crushed by an ordinary car?” 

“Yes! You must be talking nonsense!” 

Fans of Tiger, fans of Takano Lang, and fans of T God began to argue fiercely. 

Make the whole scene more chaotic. 

Ye Shaofeng’s search for Ye Xinyu continued to increase the difficulty. 

However, when everyone was discussing intensively, there was a Wuling Hongguang van behind the 

AE86 of Tiger and Takano Lang, which was swaying and starting to go up the mountain. 

The Wuling Hongguang van, at a glance, knows that at least three or four hands are very old. 

This caused the group of young men and women on the mountain to notice, and they were all shocked. 

Tonight, the mountain is either a sports car or a good car. Even worse, it is also at the BMW Audi level. 

A van like this is the one that is going up the mountain. 

“Haha, who is driving this kind of broken car?” 

“Is it possible to come to participate in the game?” 

“It’s a joke, this kind of broken car is very hard to climb a mountain, even if it is pulled to full speed, it is 

very hard!” 

“Yeah, even if it is modified, with that performance, it is absolutely impossible to beat a sports car. Let 

alone sports cars, I can’t compare to ordinary luxury cars.” 

“Hey, I want to see which stupid fork is, and I’ll come in this kind of broken car.” 

No matter which side of the fans, they reached a consensus at this time, and they all mocked the Wuling 

Hongguang van. 

Ye Xinyu, who was in the crowd, also stretched out her head. She was mainly watching the car **** 

Tiger. 

After all, this time Tiger took the lead and went up the mountain. Takano Lang followed closely behind. 

When the two AE86s were completely up the mountain, everyone saw the Wuling Hongguang van 

following behind. 

When Ye Xinyu saw the Wuling Hongguang van, his eyes flashed with disdain. 

In fact, the owner of this Wuling Hongguang van is Lin Kai. 

The next task of the system is to come to this Qiling Mountain to compete and get first, even if the 

system task is completed. 

He is only here to complete the system tasks, so it is not easy to use that Rolls Royce. 

After all, once you win the first place, it will definitely be highly anticipated. 



In order to act low-key, Lin Kai found a car repair shop and found a modified Wuling Hongguang van. 

No matter how good his driving skills are, it is naturally impossible to use an ordinary Wuling Hongguang 

van to outperform a professional sports car. He has to change his kinetic energy slightly to increase his 

speed. 

In addition, the safety aspect must also be fixed. 

However, even with this transformation, it is far inferior to professional sports cars. 

At this time, while driving the Wuling Hongguang van, Lin Kai spoke to Dong Shu in the co-pilot and said, 

“Unexpectedly, you dare to sit here. I’ll use this car to go to the race.” 

Although Dong Shu also believed in Lin Kai very much, she was surprised when she heard Lin Kai use this 

van to race, and said, “Lin Kai, do you really use this van to race? This Qiling Mountain is called Qiling 

Mountain. , That is because of the seven mountains, and the roads built are built to surround these 

seven mountains. 

Therefore, the roads of Qiling Mountain are winding, and it is said that there are ten or twenty very 

dangerous bends. Will something go wrong with this van? “ 

Lin Kai couldn’t help laughing: “If you are not a professional, running on this kind of road is really 

dangerous. Even a professional driver who does not pay attention will rush out of the curve and fly out, 

that is, the car crashes. But after all Its in China, where this kind of activity is carried out. In the corners, 

it is natural to build some extra buffer belts. It is to avoid, the car directly flies out, but there is a buffer 

time. Of course, if you panic, It’s easy to fall.” 

Lin Kai paused for a while, looked at Dong Shu next to him, and smiled: “If you are scared, when I get to 

the mountain, I will stop the car and you can go down and watch.” 

Dong Shu immediately smiled and shook his head: “If it is for someone else to drive this Wuling 

Hongguang van and race. I am definitely afraid to sit in the co-pilot. But if it’s you, I still trust it very 

much. So, my life will be fine. It’s in your hands.” 

Because of interest, Dong Shu offered to come to Qiling Mountain to see the excitement. She didn’t 

expect Lin to participate in the meeting. 

Unexpectedly, Lin drove a Wuling Hongguang van. 

When Lin Kai heard Dong Shu’s words, he shook his head and laughed: “Well, then, but you will have to 

sit still. It’s just for you to adapt in advance, and now you can rush to the mountain quickly.” 

After Lin Kai finished speaking, he stepped on the accelerator and saw the Wuling Hongguang van, 

speeding up frantically. 

Especially when there is a corner in front of me, instead of slowing down, I continue to accelerate, and 

then a tail flick, passing the corner perfectly, and the speed remains unchanged. 

Very fast, going up the mountain. 



The reason why Lin Kai wins a professional sports car with an ordinary car is because of his excellent 

driving skills. The key is still on the corners. He can accelerate without decelerating but madly, and then 

perfect the aisle to achieve real curve overtaking. 

Dong Shu was frightened at first. After the curve passed, she patted her chest and said excitedly: “It’s 

exciting! Is this speed and passion?” 

However, not many people on the mountain saw this scene, because those people’s eyes were shifted 

to Tiger and Takano Langjun. 

Although some people saw that the Wuling Hongguang van that Lin drove was turning very fast, they 

were still very disdainful, thinking that the corner was so wide that anyone could accelerate it. 

So looking sarcastically, Lin Kai drove up the mountain in the Wuling Hongguang van. 

Since the race hadn’t started yet, after Lin Kai came up the mountain, he saw that there were cars 

parked everywhere, and there was space, which was also occupied by the crowd. 

Currently, there are places available for Tiger and Takano Lang. 

Ever since, Lin Kai stopped at the side of Tiger and Lang Jun, the two AE86s. 

And this scene aroused the anger of many people, thinking that the Wuling Hongguang van is not 

worthy at all, and it is side by side with the car god. 

However, the two car gods didn’t say anything, and other people naturally wouldn’t really trouble Lin 

Kai. They just glared at Lin Kai’s Wuling Hongguang van in place. 

What’s more, the competition is indeed about to start, and all the participants are preparing there. 

Chapter 1546: Game Start 

Chapter 1546 

Lin Kai, who was in the car, looked calm. 

He looked out the car window and found many acquaintances who were also on this mountain. 

Li Shengxian, Yan Weiwei, the non-mainstream girl, and Tiger in the car next to him. 

As for Takano Langjun, Lin Kai didn’t know him. 

At the time he played against Tiger, it was purely because Tiger asked for it himself and insisted on 

competing with him. 

Lin Kai had no choice but to meet Tiger’s request and directly defeated Tiger easily. 

At that time, Tiger’s mentality almost collapsed, and she also ordered others to block the news. 

As a result, few people know that Lin Kai easily won this generation of car **** Tiger Tiger. 

However, after all, the paper package couldn’t keep the fire out. After a long time, the news was still 

revealed. 



Due to the long time passed, many people did not believe it and thought it was a rumor. 

The current Tiger did not notice Lin Kai there. 

Because there is a Takano Lang-kun in between, and Tiger’s line of sight has always fallen on Takano 

Lang-kun. 

Takano Langjun glanced at Lin Kai without paying attention, and then looked at Tiger. 

Between the two, there is a smoke-free battlefield. 

In fact, Tiger didn’t take Takano Langjun in his eyes. In his opinion, Takano Langjun was already old. 

Maybe Takano Langjun was able to compare with him when he was young, but now he can’t. 

Tiger is full of confidence in this game. It can be said that in this world, no one is better than him in 

terms of car skills except for one person. 

Whenever thinking of that person, that young Chinese man, Tiger felt unusually frustrated. 

Fortunately, that young Chinese man, since that time, hadn’t seen him again, as if disappeared. 

This is a good thing for him. 

Tiger originally did not want to put the venue of the game in China. Because he was very scared, the 

only young Chinese man who beat him beat him. 

It was mainly Gao Ye Langjun who proposed it, and Gao Ye Langjun must have heard that he was easily 

defeated by a young Chinese man, so he chose to play in China. 

Tiger could only agree, if he didn’t agree, let others outside, he was afraid that the insider would be 

called God T, that is, the young Chinese man who defeated him. 

Just as the two were facing each other, Lin Kai’s gaze suddenly condensed, and then his eyes flashed 

with thought. 

He saw Ye Shaofeng. 

In the few days that the hidden **** lurked near the Leiyuan Group, he had already investigated Ye 

Shaofeng’s information and handed it to Lin Kai. Therefore, Lin Kai recognized Ye Shaofeng at a glance. 

He couldn’t help but look at Ye Shaofeng a few more times, after all, this person is cooperating with Lin 

Yuan. And his subordinates snatched the inverse scale bones of the dragon bones. 

Lin Kai didn’t feel that Ye Shaofeng had an aura of inverse scales. Obviously, Ye Shaofeng is no longer 

there. 

“Hey, how do you feel that this Ye Shaofeng is a bit like that non-mainstream girl?” 

Lin Kai was stunned for a moment, then immediately found that the two were relatives by means, and 

he shook his head for a while. 

He originally thought that Ye Shaofeng was also here to participate in the competition, but he saw Ye 

Shaofeng constantly looking for people there, and the non-mainstream girl constantly hiding there. 



You can guess in an instant that this is Ye Shaofeng looking for the non-mainstream girl. 

Lin Kai had no idea. First of all, Ye Shaofeng didn’t have dragon bones on his body. Although Ye Shaofeng 

stepped into the grandmaster with half his foot, even if he stepped into the grandmaster, he was not 

seen enough. 

As long as Ye Shaofeng doesn’t take the initiative to provoke him, he won’t bother Ye Shaofeng either. 

Furthermore, he is here to complete the system tasks. He didn’t drive a Rolls-Royce because he didn’t 

want to expose himself too much. After all, he would have to drive that Rolls-Royce. 

This car was given to him by Li Shengxian, and Li Shengxian gave it to him on his own initiative. 

Lin Kai originally wanted to transfer money to Li Shengxian, but Li Shengxian said that if he did, it would 

not be a brother. 

Lin Kai had no choice but to give up, plus he drove the car, it was indeed smooth. 

So this car already belongs to him, and we will need to drive this car to do things in the future. 

If it is exposed, it is not very good. 

While Lin Kai was thinking about it, a staff member like the organizer knocked on Lin Kai’s car window. 

Lin Kai opened the car window. 

“Mr., are you here to compete?” 

The staff member showed a look of contempt. He should have seen Lin driving here in a van, but it is 

hard to tell, and he has to ask. 

Lin Kai nodded: “Yes.” 

This made the staff even more contemptuous, but quickly took an agreement and a walkie-talkie, and 

said: “This sir, this agreement is a life and death agreement. After signing, our organizer will not be 

responsible. You can choose not to sign. , That is not participating.” 

Lin Kai didn’t even think about it, and said, “Sign.” 

After speaking, Lin signed the life-and-death agreement. As for the walkie-talkie, he hung it on his chest 

at will. 

The staff got the agreement and saw the co-pilot boarding. Dong Shu was still sitting there and couldn’t 

help asking: “Mr., the race will start soon. You should let this lady get out of the car to avoid affecting 

the race.” 

After the staff finished speaking, they laughed secretly, no matter whether the lady was sitting in the car 

or not, it would not affect the game. 

Because of this broken van, no matter how the race is won, it is probably to join in the fun. 

Before Lin Kai could speak, Dong Shu asked Lin Kai: “I am sitting here, will it affect your game?” 

Lin Kai suddenly shook his head: “That’s not true.” 



Dong Shu immediately responded with a smile: “Understood, then I will sit here.” 

When the staff heard Dong Shu’s words, they didn’t pay any attention to it, and they were even more 

certain. The two were just for fun, not for the game. 

It didn’t take long for the mountain to sound, and all participating cars began to prepare. 

Because this mountain road is still very dangerous, there are not many participating teams, including the 

Wuling Hongguang van that Lin opened. 

Although the road is very spacious, there are at most seven cars in a row. 

So the participating cars started to head to the starting line, and the twenty cars lined up in three rows. 

Lin Kai drove the Wuling Hongguang van, but came to the last row. 

Except for Lin Kai’s, all of these twenty cars are professional sports cars. 

How to say it is to compete with the car god, naturally professional. 

In contrast, Lin Kai’s Wuling Hongguang van is the most eye-catching. 

All the spectators on the mountain showed their disdain. They didn’t expect that the Wuling Hongguang 

van would really dare to compete, waiting for the Wuling Hongguang van to lose face. 

Under everyone’s mocking eyes, the mountain soon began to sound dripping. 

After three drops, the game officially started. 

Twenty vehicles started one after another, heading for the top of the mountain. 

Whoever gets to the top of the mountain first wins the game. 

Chapter 1547: Contend 

Chapter 1547 

Just as all the cars started and set off, a Lamborghini sports car suddenly caught up. 

That Lamborghini sports car is the non-mainstream girl Ye Xinyu’s. 

Ye Shaofeng, who was looking for Ye Xinyu, was shocked when he saw Ye Xinyu driving a car and going 

to the race, “Xinyu girl, what do you want to do?” 

Although Ye Shaofeng saw Ye Xinyu’s car, he didn’t see it inside, so he didn’t wait there. Unexpectedly, 

Ye Xinyu took the opportunity to sneak into the car and ran to the race. 

“Wow! That’s Miss Ye’s car!” 

“Miss Ye, come on!” 

Many of those young men and women who were also dressed in non-mainstream also knew Ye Xinyu. 

Seeing that Ye Xinyu had also gone to the competition, none of them shouted for their cheer. 



Lin Kai drove the Wuling Hongguang Bread, which was the last start, so through the rearview mirror, he 

also saw the Lamborghini sports car following. 

Lin Kai was speechless: “Is this girl not afraid of accidents?” 

Dong Shu also has this kind of worrying thoughts: “This little girl is still in the rebellious period, and she 

must be very irritable to drive.” 

Lin Kai shook his head and didn’t care about it. Since Ye Xinyu has run this path, he must be somewhat 

confident. 

Besides, some organizers will follow the car. 

The organizer is on the other side, and will send several cars, set up cameras, and broadcast the game 

live. 

In the square on the mountain, where the group of young men and women gather, there is a large LED 

display with four angles of view. The game is being broadcast live by the camera. 

At this time, it was Takano Langjun driving in the forefront, and Tiger followed closely behind. 

The rest of the vehicles also followed behind. After all, this is a straight, and if they accelerate at full 

speed, there is no difference. 

The point is, the curve afterwards. 

Choosing Qiling Mountain as the place for the competition is naturally because there are many corners 

here, with one to twenty big corners and more small ones, at least forty or fifty. 

It surrounds seven mountains in this way, and finally drives to the top of the mountain. 

Usually, if you drive a car to the top of the mountain, it is very difficult and you have to be careful, let 

alone a race that is full of speed. 

Therefore, this kind of more difficult competition place has become the first choice for the car gods. 

It didn’t take long for the first big curve to appear. After this big curve passed, the real race would begin, 

and it would be a place to open the distance. 

The first to pass the corner was naturally Takano Lang and Tiger, and the two AE86s went hand in hand. 

Although the organizer’s car is also professional, it needs to be filmed, so it can’t keep up with the two 

generations of car gods, and can only use the drone to control the battle between two AE86s. 

At this time, the LED screen in the mountain square originally had four viewing angles, but now one of 

them has been enlarged to occupy the entire screen. 

From this perspective, Takano Lang and Tiger are driving the first big bend. 

The group of young men and women in the square was very excited. Although this competition, others 

who want to participate can also participate. But the top two must be Takano Langjun or Tiger, 

depending on who is the first and who is the second. 



Tigers fans also believe in Tigers strength, but they also have to admit that the previous generation of 

car **** Takano Langjuns strength, if Tiger makes a little mistake, he will definitely be overtaken by 

Takano Langjun. . 

Now it’s the first big corner, see who is faster. 

Under the attention of everyone, Tiger and Takano’s car drifted faster together, a perfect drift! 

Turn in an instant! Also immediately opened the distance with the vehicle behind. 

Because the vehicles behind, all start to slow down and then drift. 

After all, they are not car gods, their driving skills are not so good, so they slow down slightly. 

It was just that the group of young men and women quickly wondered why the Wuling Hongguang van 

did not decelerate at all, but accelerated frantically. 

Under everyone’s startled gaze, they saw the Wuling Hongguang van, which also turned very quickly. 

How do they feel that this drift is more perfect than that of Tiger and Takano? 

what’s the situation? Is it an illusion? 

The group of young men and women were puzzled. They didn’t bother at first. The owner of the Wuling 

Hongguang van dared to compete with the van. 

Then I saw that the Wuling Hongguang van was far behind on the straight, and I became even more 

disdainful. 

Unexpectedly, at the corner, the Wuling Hongguang van accelerated without decelerating at all, and 

then came a perfect drift, overtaking the car behind. 

And this Wuling Hongguang van has caught up with the AE86 of Tiger and Takano Langjun. 

This caused a commotion among the men and women. 

The organizers camera was pointed at the Wuling Hongguang van in an emergency. 

I saw the Wuling Hongguang van being raced separately on the LED display. 

Those people on the mountain square, therefore, could clearly see Lin Kai driving. 

“It’s a young man like us!” 

“So calm, it seems like playing with it!” 

“Wait… In the co-pilot, there seems to be a beautiful woman sitting?” 

“Oh my God! Isn’t it? There are people sitting on the co-pilot!” 

When the people on the mountain square saw clearly, they were all dumbfounded. 

Especially in the square, several people who knew Lin Kai were shocked instantly. 

Such as Yan Weiwei and Li Shengxian. 



Li Shengxian should be better. He knew that Lin Kai had a lot of supernatural powers, and he wasn’t so 

surprised if he was so skilled. 

In addition, there is Ye Shaofeng. 

How could Ye Shaofeng not know Lin Kai? He was shocked when he saw Lin Kai. He didn’t expect to 

meet Lin Kai here. 

However, he already knew Lin Kai’s strength from Lin Yuan. 

Coupled with his subordinates, Ba Ye feedback Lin Kai’s strength, of course he is ashamed. 

After Ye Shaofeng was shocked, he didn’t have any thoughts. After all, he and Lin Kai didn’t have any 

deep hatred. It was only because of the cooperation with Lin Yuan that he somewhat targeted Lin Kai. 

But then, Ye Shaofeng’s expression changed. He didn’t expect that Ye Xinyu would be so bold as well. He 

accelerated directly when turning, but fortunately nothing happened. 

Ye Xinyu was naturally unconvinced, mainly because of the Wuling Hongguang van. Then, in a rage, he 

directly stepped on the accelerator and then sprinted decisively. 

I have to say that Ye Xinyu’s car skills are still somewhat. 

But it’s still far better than Tiger and Takano Langjun, let alone Lin Kai. 

At this time, Lin Kai drove the car indifferently. After all, it was a van. When on a straight road, he always 

slowed other people’s car, but once he turned a corner, he immediately passed. 

After several turns, Lin Kai had already thrown the other drivers, including Ye Xinyu, far away. 

He can even compete with Tiger and Takano Lang. 

Chapter 1548: Invincible Dark Horse 

Chapter 1548: Invincible Dark Horse 

If Lin drives a sports car, let alone a sports car, even if it is a random one, the ordinary luxury car has far 

surpassed Tiger and Takano Langjun, the two generations of car gods. 

Because of the limitation of the van, the speed at this time was only equal to that of Tiger and Takano 

Lang. 

The group of people in the mountain square realized this, and they all took a deep breath. If they were 

replaced by a car that was better than this van, wouldn’t it just surpass Tiger and Takano? 

When everyone thinks so, it is incredible. 

“Could it be that this young man is not the legendary God T?” 

In the crowd, an exclamation sounded in vain. 

When hearing this person’s words, everyone also thought about it, is it really God T? 



The one with the most embarrassed expression belonged to Ye Shaofeng. Not long ago, he still secretly 

admired God T for coming here. In a blink of an eye, Lin Kai became God T? 

impossible! Absolutely impossible! It must be that kid Lin Kai, speeding up desperately, the kind of 

desperate kind, something will definitely happen! 

Ye Shaofeng thought inwardly. 

Not only Ye Shaofeng thought so, but also the Tiger fans at the scene, as well as the fans of Langjun 

Gaoye. 

The mountain road immediately came to an eleven bend, and there were exactly eleven consecutive 

bends. 

This place, even the car god, must slow down. 

It also requires superb vehicle skills to pass here quickly. 

Otherwise, it will move forward at turtle speed. 

This place is to consider whether there are any car skills. 

Therefore, the group of people on the mountain square must see if the Wuling Hongguang van can pass 

through eleven consecutive bends quickly. 

At this time, before eleven consecutive corners, a strange scene appeared, that is, a Wuling Hongguang 

van sandwiched between two AE86s. 

The three cars go hand in hand. 

Both Takano Langjun and Tiger noticed the van that suddenly rushed to the side. 

As they were racing and approaching the dangerous road again, the two couldn’t tell who was the 

owner of the van. 

But Tiger thought of a possibility. Could it be that the owner of that van is God T? The Chinese man who 

made him afraid and horrified? 

When he thought of this, Tiger’s face was a little ugly, but immediately entered, eleven consecutive 

corners, he instantly challenged his good mentality and began to rush. 

Because going to the eleven consecutive corners is quite narrow, only two cars can go together. 

Therefore, only two of the three cars are capable of entering the corner one step ahead. 

On such a narrow road, one step ahead means that you will get ahead more and more. 

Lin Kai also saw that Tiger and Langjun’s cars were accelerating. 

With a calm expression on his face, he let go of the accelerator and slowed down. 

Allow Tiger and Takano to enter eleven consecutive turns. 

Lin Kai’s move caused a mockery of the people on the mountain, sure enough! 



The owner of this Wuling Hongguang van does not have that good car skills. He is not afraid of death 

and keeps accelerating. 

When you encounter a truly dangerous road, you dare not go recklessly! 

Not to mention the group of people on the mountain, even if Tiger saw this scene, his heart was 

relieved, he had already confirmed that the person was not God T. 

If it were God’s words, he would have accelerated Yiqi Juechen. 

Dong Shu looked at Lin Kai curiously, and asked, “Lin Kai, why didn’t you accelerate suddenly?” 

After all, she was sitting in the co-pilot, knowing Lin Kai’s easy apology better than anyone else, as if she 

was not driving, as if she was playing casually. 

Following Lin Kai, who accelerated all the way before, even when turning, why doesn’t he accelerate 

now? 

Therefore, Dong Shu is very puzzled. 

Lin Kai said with a relaxed expression: “I haven’t seen those two guys, are they accelerating desperately? 

The passage can only pass two cars at most. Although I am sure I can occupy a position, there may be 

one The collision came. It doesnt matter to me, Im afraid you will get hurt. So, slow down and let them 

pass first.” 

He really didn’t care, anyway, if he took the lead, and entered eleven consecutive corners, he could 

surpass Tiger and Takano Lang after entering. 

Dong Shu was moved when she heard it. How could it be said that Lin Kai did not like that because of 

her safety. 

Later, Lin Kai also entered this place, eleven consecutive turns. 

He has fallen behind Tiger and Takano by a lot, at least three corners away. 

When the group of people on the mountain looked at the Wuling Hongguang van with contempt. 

Next, they started to be dumbfounded one by one. 

Because the Wuling Hongguang van, after entering eleven consecutive corners, suddenly accelerated, 

and after a few corners quickly passed, it overtakes the corner from the side. First passed and fell behind 

Takano Lang. 

The eleven consecutive bends are too dangerous, and there is a fork in the road, and you can choose a 

gentle road, but the gentle road is the square back to the mountain. 

Most of the players who participated in the competition are naturally no match for the car gods. It is 

nothing more than feeling that they are very satisfied to compete with the car gods. 

As for such a dangerous track, I naturally stopped going, but chose a gentle road and returned to the 

mountain square. 



Although Ye Xinyu is very rebellious, she is not stupid. She has some driving skills, but she also 

understands that she can’t challenge such a dangerous circuit. So she also returned to the mountain 

square. 

As soon as Ye Xinyu came back, it happened to be displayed on the LED screen that the Wuling 

Hongguang van not only surpassed Takano Langjun on the dangerous corners. 

This makes Ye Xinyu feel incredible, what’s the situation? How good are the skills of the owner of that 

broken van? 

Especially in the next moment, the organizer’s camera gave a close-up of the van owner. 

When he saw the owner of the car, Ye Xinyu showed a ghostly look. Wasn’t the owner of the car the 

same as the uncle who ran into the Rolls Royce on the way a few hours ago? 

Hearing from the old aunt, the uncle seemed to be called Lin Kai. 

“Lin is so powerful? And why not use his own Rolls Royce, but use a van to race?” 

Ye Xinyurong didn’t think much about it, because the shocking scene made her mess instantly. 

Only at this moment, that Wuling Hongguang van immediately surpassed Tiger! 

It’s still that kind of incredibly easy, just surpassed, and after a few turns, he throws Tiger far away! 

At this moment, both the fans of Takano Langjun and Tiger’s fans are all messed up together. 

Their heads were blank, they never expected. This was originally a race between two generations of car 

gods, and suddenly broke into a dark horse, or the kind of invincible dark horse that can win two 

generations of car gods by driving a dilapidated van! 

Chapter 1549: Che Shen Lin Kai 

Chapter 1549 

“My idol car **** Tiger, was actually hanged by him?” 

Ye Xinyu saw this scene stunned, but soon she exclaimed with excitement: “Now I announce that my 

idol is Lin Kai! Lin Kai is the real car **** in my mind! The real idol!” 

Ye Shaofeng just walked to the side of Ye Xinyu’s car. When he heard it inside, Ye Xinyu was yelling 

there. Especially when she clearly heard what Lin Kai was her idol. 

Ye Shaofeng almost vomited a mouthful of old blood, what’s the situation, his cousin knows Lin Kai? 

His complexion was very ugly for an instant. Because of Lin Yuan’s relationship, he had been hostile to 

Lin Kai in the hot weather, and now he saw his cousin as if he was going to fall into Lin Kai. This was 

something he couldn’t bear. 

Ever since, Ye Shaofeng knocked on the car window, trying to call Ye Xinyu down, but Ye Xinyu ignored 

him. He didn’t open the door at all, but stared at the LED display in the square, staring excitedly at the 

angle of view of the Wuling Hongguang van. 



Now it’s not just Ye Xinyu, all eyes on the square are on Lin Kai’s Wuling Hongguang van. 

Because of Lin Kai’s driving skills, they completely conquered them! 

Whether it is a fan of Tiger, or a fan of Takano Langjun, at this moment, they have become fans of Lin 

Kai. 

In particular, Lin Kais perfect drift, the most extreme speed of the van, can play much faster than a 

sports car, and even faster than the AE86, which is driven by a car god! 

Nowadays, Tiger and Takano are thrown far away, even the taillights of the car are invisible. 

“This is too great!” 

“Who is this person? How easy is it to beat the two car gods!” 

“Should he, really is God T?” 

“Hey, whether it’s a T-shen or not, in short, his current performance is to slap Tiger and Takano Langjun, 

then this person is a new generation of car gods!” 

If it is placed before, everyone will refute, and even one person can drown the person who is talking. 

But now, no one refuted it. Even Tiger’s fans and Takano Langjun’s fans were silent for a while. 

If the difference is not that big, I will refute it more or less, saying that he is not familiar with the terrain 

and made a slight mistake, and was surpassed by the owner of the Wuling Hongguang van. 

But now, not only is it far away, it’s at least two or three minutes away. 

Regardless of the distance of these two or three minutes, this is the fastest speed of the car to calculate, 

it is a very long distance. 

Moreover, the other party still uses that kind of dilapidated van. If it is replaced with the same 

professional sports car, doesn’t it have to be at least ten minutes away? 

So that no matter which fan it is, there is no way to refute it. 

The most important thing is that the Wuling Hongguang van is approaching the top of the mountain. 

It didn’t take long to reach the end. 

In the square, I dont know who shouted the **** of the car. Then the young men and women in the 

square looked at the screen. Lin Kai came to the close-up of the end point, all shouting the **** of the 

car! 

Among them, Yan Weiwei was surprised to see Lin Kai win the first place for a long time, and then she 

shook her head and laughed. It was indeed as funny as a rumor. 

Li Shengxian didn’t have any surprises. To be precise, no matter what earth-shattering Lin Kai did, he 

wouldn’t be surprised. 

Xu Hui’s principle was dull, and he didn’t expect Lin Kai to win in the end. 



Let alone Ye Shaofeng, he was very aggrieved, not only did his cousin ignore him. 

Lin Kaiguo really won the final match, and even his cousin drove to another road, looking at the top of 

the mountain. 

Obviously, I want to go to the top of the mountain and personally meet the new car **** Lin Kai! 

The group of young men and women in the square had the same idea, so they all drove their cars to 

celebrate the birth of the new car god. 

No one dares to criticize this car god. After all, everyone has seen it with their own eyes, and they 

completely rubbed against the ground, Tiger and Lang Jun. 

So this group of young men and women did not wait for the end of the game, they were already in a 

hurry, drove their cars to the top of the mountain. 

To the top of the mountain, there is not only the winding dangerous road, this dangerous road was built 

long ago. At that time, there was no such condition, and it could only be built around seven mountains. 

In the past two years, a road to the top of the mountain has been rebuilt. 

The game is naturally impossible, straight road. Therefore, these young men and women drove directly 

to the top of the mountain. 

But as a very low-key Lin Kai, how could he stay on top of the mountain. 

He came here to compete in order to complete system tasks. 

He reached the end not long ago, the system task was finally completed, and a gold extraction ability 

was rewarded. This gold extraction ability is good and very practical. 

Before he could study anything, he saw a group of reporters and media gathered around the top of the 

mountain, taking pictures there. 

Lin Kai simply drove down the mountain without staying on the top of the mountain. 

In any case, he just completed system tasks, not for the first to earn fame or something, he didn’t care 

about these. 

Fortunately, this downhill road is in the opposite direction from the square. 

As a result, as soon as Lin Kai walked, the group of young men and women went to the top of the 

mountain without seeing Lin Kai’s shadow. 

Everyone was very surprised. They all won the first place and became the new car god. Why not stay 

here. You know, the car **** symbolizes the world, loves sports car enthusiasts, and idol in the heart. 

Such an honor, even left like this. 

This made everyone in their hearts, for Lin Kai, there are still labels such as humility, low-key, and no 

admiration for vanity, a well-deserved car god! Whether it is in strength or character! 



“Love! Love! No wonder I was so provocative of Lin Kainan on the way here, he was not annoyed, nor 

did he drag racing with me! It turned out that he has always been so low-key! Such a person is worthy of 

my fans! Ye Xinyu was the first to come to the top of the mountain, and she happened to see Lin Kai 

descending from the mountain. 

I also know that Lin Kai is so low-key and humble, won the first place, and doesn’t want to stay too 

much, quite a kind of kingly style. 

So Ye Xinyu became even more fond of Lin Kai, she didn’t hesitate in which direction to go, and started 

to chase Lin Kai. 

Ye Shaofeng also drove the car. He had just arrived at the top of the mountain. Before he could figure 

out what happened on the top of the mountain, he saw his unconscious cousin running down the 

mountain. 

Didnt you say yes, come to the top of the mountain to congratulate the new car god, that is, Lin Kais? 

Ye Shaofeng was speechless and helpless, so he had to drive the car and follow Ye Xinyu. 

Chapter 1550: Funnel Extraction Capacity 

Chapter 1550 Funnel Extraction Ability 

At this time, Dong Shu in the co-pilot looked at Lin Kai and curiously said: “Lin Kai, this is going to go? 

You ran first anyway, why don’t you stay there for a while?” 

Lin chuckled: “It’s nothing more than to play around, there is nothing to stay.” 

Dong Shu also smiled when she heard the words. She was just curious, and she felt indifferent. 

Originally, she just wanted to join in the excitement, but she didn’t expect Lin Yihui to take her to 

participate in the competition. The speed and passion along the way had already allowed her to 

remember for a lifetime. 

At this time, Lin Kai also saw through the rearview mirror that Ye Xinyu, the non-mainstream girl, was 

chasing after him in the Lamborghini sports car. 

How could he let Ye Xinyu chase him, so he kept accelerating, throwing Ye Xinyu far away. 

Ye Xinyu originally saw that he was about to catch up with Lin Kai and was about to open the car 

window, hoping that Lin Kai could sign him and leave a contact information. 

After all, it must be very exciting to become my idol. 

Unexpectedly, Lin Kai kept accelerating and threw her away. 

Not only was Ye Xinyu not discouraged, but he became even more excited. This is the strength of the 

new generation of Che Shen Lin Kai. 

But Lin Kai, why is she familiar? 



Ye Xinyu suddenly remembered this question, then looked at the perspective mirror and found that Ye 

Shaofeng’s car was chasing. Her eyes lit up in vain, she had accidentally heard the name from her cousin 

before! 

Ever since, Ye Xinyu didn’t continue to chase Lin, but parked the car on the side of the road, waiting for 

his cousin to chase him. She wanted to ask who her new idol Lin Kai was. 

… 

At that time, Lin Kai had already arrived at a community. 

Dong Shu came here to do business mainly to pick up her sister Dong Zhenni and return to Donghai first. 

Tomorrow I have to go to the provincial capital from Donghai to study for college. 

School is about to start soon, and Dong Shu’s sister has just gone to college, so she has to pick it up. 

Lin Kai knew that Dong Shu had such a sister. Of course, it is not a real sister, but the kind who kisses 

even more than a real sister. 

Before Dong Shu returned to Dong’s house, she and Dong Zhenni were almost dependent on each other. 

Dong Shu told him before that because he was studying, he hadn’t seen each other much. 

It was just on the road that Dong Shu suddenly received a call, and there seemed to be something 

urgent here. 

Before Dong Shu could say anything, no, another system task came. 

That is to send Dong Shu’s sister Dong Zhenni to study safely in the provincial capital. The reward is the 

gold extraction ability. 

If it is ordinary gold extraction ability, Lin Kai may still hesitate whether to do this system task. 

But this gold extraction ability is the funnel extraction ability. After use, it is equivalent to turning into a 

funnel, which can absorb double the true energy of heaven and earth! In other words, the cultivation 

speed is doubled! 

It can be said that this funnel extraction capacity is at the top of the gold level! 

Lin Kai was very excited, so when Dong Shu said that she was here and there was an urgent matter to 

deal with, she couldn’t accompany her sister Dong Zhenni. 

Dong Zhenni has never been out of this city, so Dong Shu can’t worry that Dong Zhenni will go alone. 

Since she happens to be busy tomorrow, see if Lin Kai can accompany her. 

Dong Shu didn’t say anything at first, but Lin Kai later offered to suggest that Dong Zhenni was not good 

alone, so he could accompany him. 

So Dong Shu asked Lin Kai if it was true. 

Of course Lin Kai is true, and he has to be moved by the reward of this system task. 



Originally, he was still anxious, his own cultivation speed was still a bit slow, but he did not expect to 

have the extraction ability to double the cultivation speed. 

Therefore, Lin Kai himself proposed to accompany Dong Zhenni tomorrow to send her to school in the 

provincial capital. 

Since it is still far away from the provincial capital, I have to fly there. 

He booked a ticket for the same flight as Dong Zhenni. 

But tonight, Lin Kai had to pick Dong Zhenni back to the East China Sea, otherwise, he would not be able 

to catch up with the flight tomorrow morning. 

Lin Kai drove back his Rolls Royce and waited at the gate of this community. 

Wait for Dong Zhenni to come down with her luggage, and then follow him back to Donghai, first go to 

his house for one night. 

About twenty minutes later, Dong Shu took Dong Zhenni, carrying a suitcase and a backpack on her 

body, and came over. 

Dong Zhenni is a slim, eighteen-year-old girl. 

She looks pretty, it’s the kind of youthful feeling that she just changed to the eighteenth. 

When Lin Kai got out of the car, he got the suitcase directly into the trunk. 

Dong Zhenni was very obedient to thank, but for Lin Kai, she was both curious and shy, saying that she 

often heard her sister say Lin Kai. 

Although she had never met before, Dong Zhenni said that she was already familiar with Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai just smiled at this, so that’s fine, lest both sides are still embarrassed. 

Before long, under Dong Shu’s attention, Lin drove a Rolls Royce and drove Dong Zhenni back to the East 

China Sea. 

Dong Shu naturally felt relieved Lin Kai, in her opinion, no one in this world could compare to the sense 

of security that Lin Kai brought. 

When I returned to Donghai’s home, it was already one or two in the morning. 

Lin Kai asked Dong Zhenni to wash and sleep early. 

Lin Kai entered the bedroom and began to practice. He vaguely felt that if he obtained the funnel 

extraction ability, he would not need a few days to make a breakthrough to a small level. 

If you get some more natural treasures, you can quickly reach Jindan Consummation. 

Once he reaches the Golden Core Consummation, he can use the power of the true dragon inheritance 

to instantly step into the Nascent Soul. 

Of course, but it is too early. 



He continued to practice. 

Early the next morning, Lin Kai did not drive a car, but called a car and went to Donghai International 

Airport with Dong Zhenni. 

After an hour or two, I arrived there, and there was still an hour before the flight took off, so I waited 

patiently in the terminal. 

Lin Kai and Dong Zhenni were sitting together, and next to them was a little girl about five years old, a 

little naughty. First, he ran up to Lin Kai to take a look, and then to Dong Zhenni to take a look. 

Dong Zhenni was very fond of the little girl, took out a packet, and gave the little girl’s favorite snacks. 

This caused the little girl’s mother to say to the little girl: “Sun Wanyue, it is a very impolite behavior for 

you to run in front of your brother and sister like this, so please come back soon.” 

After hearing this, the little girl ran to her mother, holding a pack of snacks in her little hand, and smiled 

crisply and said, “Mom, the snacks given by sister.” 

The little girl’s mother said to the little girl, “I’m not happy, thank you sister.” 

Then the little girl smiled at Dong Zhenni. 

Immediately, the little girl ran up to Dong Zhenni to thank her, but she didn’t expect that she was a big 

and a little girl, and then she started playing. 

When Lin Kai saw this scene, he shook his head and laughed. 

 


